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About This Game

Scoregasm is an incredible, variety rich shooter with a non-linear, branching paths style galaxy to explore. It's pretty, accessible,
fun and really rather good! Blast your way through the galaxy's many varied levels and use your skills to change your route, find

new levels, new enemies, unlock bonus challenge stages and fight the bosses to discover multiple endings!

Key Features:

43 varied levels to find in the main game
Multiple routes, explore the galaxy to unlock new levels!
43 Challenge levels to unlock, one for each main stage
Over 100 different enemies to find and kill
Achievements that you actually have to achieve!
Secret Expert Galaxy
86 Combo Medals, one in each level!
7 endings - find all the biscuits and a £5 note!
Fancy Pants 3D graphics
Online Scores for every game mode and challenge game!
Joystick/Control pad support
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Title: Scoregasm
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RC Knight
Publisher:
Charlie's Games
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 2ghz or faster
Memory: 512mb
Hard Disk Space: 100mb Free Space
Video Card: 128mb PCIE2 level graphics card
Additional: Supports Controllers including Microsoft Xbox 360 controller for Windows.

English
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scoregasm meaning. son of scoregasm vita review. scoregasms meaning. scoregasm pinball. scoregasms logo

This game is fun, even if a bit simple. I love bullet hell games though and the end of round rush waves are a lot of fun.. Do you
like Robotron? Do you like asteroids? Do you like modern interpretations of your favorite games? Lots of fun in with arcade
joystick and mouse.. A pretty twin stick shooter, with some unique elements to many of the levels. A remix of quality bits from
other games. It's ok, but nothing special.. I can't say I'm an expert at or on SHMUP games, but this is one I can say I had alot of
fun with. As opposed to your standard scrolling SHMUP game, this follows cloer to the gameplay style of Geometry wars in
facing waves of enemies. The difference here is while Geometry Wars is a endless wave SHMUP game, in Scoregasm each of
the levels is with a set wave of enemies and attacks. But the gameplay is fast paced and action heavy, and it's really fun to play. I
can't say that I found anything negative abou the game and for $5 it's not a bad price. This is a game I'd definitley recommend
for anyone looking for some action heavy shooting, and is really fun.

If you'd like to see the gamplay in action, I did a let's play on this game https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3Ehz6VVN7Mk.
Your not going to get 100s of hours of gameplay out of Scoregasm but it has enough levels and variety to keep you challenged
for a while. There is quite a bit to unlock and explore.

Gorgeous graphics that pop out of the screen along, classic arcade style audio with some intense close quarter 'bullet hell'
gameplay makes this a fun twin-stick shooter. If you can grab it at a good price its worth adding to the collection.

Queue sound byte .. "Ooooh Yeeah!"

If you enjoyed reading this review, please follow True Blue Reviews for more recommendations!. An enjoyable bullet hell
experience for people who are horrible at bullet hell games.

It's tons of fun and challenges add tons of replay value. A pretty solid twin stick shooter.
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Awesome hardcore music!. Awesome game, loads of level variety and lots of very interesting challanges, excellent difficulty
progression, very nice controles.

I Do recommend this game!. Surprisingly, this game is actually really hard. I'm no twin-stick guru, but the real challenge in the
game comes from the "Challenges" you can unlock by meeting certain requirements. Even the first Challenge is really quite
crazily hard, and that alone does extend the lifetime of the game significantly. This game is probably best buying it only on
special, because you might well get bored fast, but if you like twin-stick shooters I do believe it does justify paying full price..
Very fun twin-stick shooter, amongst the best I've played.

The goal is to survive long enough, all while trying to get the best score, hence the name. If you've gotten enough points, you can
enter some Frenzy mode, where enemies go all out and further increase your score. Depending on your performance, you
unlock paths to new levels, categorized by difficulties.

The big twist in the controls is the Close Range Pulse Attack, an explosion that destroys enemy ships and bullets, which uses
your energy bar that can only be replenished by letting it recharge or blasting away enough bullets, absorbing their energy. This
explosive attack is of utmost importance in your success, as it can get really tense when enemies start cornering you as you
desperately try to manage your energy, and there's an heavy risk\/reward factor, which helps boosting your score further. It's a
very fun mechanic.

There are 43 levels, all of which are set on 3 lanes, ranging from easy, normal, and hard. Each of them has a Combo Medal to
get and a Challenge with a specific objective, like leading an enemy mouse through a maze for cheese. You can also unlock
Expert Mode, where enemies leave an explosion of bullets upon death, making things much harder. The game keeps your best
scores for each levels, so part of the fun is trying to do even better in each one of those. There's a massive amount of replay
value. An issue though is that the online leaderboards doesn't work anymore, and there's little sign that it'll ever come back, but I
honestly paid little to no mind to it, and Holy Christ Challenge 2B is one of my worst experiences in my gaming life.

The presentation is stellar. The use of bright colors, reflective surfaces, intricate patterns of flashy bullets (such as big waves-
like motions), and a varied array of strange enemies like DNAs and happy faces, gives the game a great art style and an unique
identity, it's fun to just look at the action going onscreen. The electronic soundtrack also is fantastic, sporting a variety of styles;
the main menu has this ominous feeling to it, and "Tower Of One" feels like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s about to
go down, but then "The Revenge Theme" has this much more upbeat vibe.

I'm very glad I got the chance to try this game out, it even made me interested in Charlie's Games' other works. It's very fun in
short sessions, give it a go.. Scoregasm looks to be fun but I wouldn't know. Tried to create a profile...says I wasn't connected to
the internet (I am...) and to try again when I'm connected.

Made it through the How To Play and the first act of level 1, only to be met with EXCEPTION_ACCESS_VIOLATION error
and the game terminates. Restarted and the same thing happened again when I started up Level 1.

Did a web search and apparently this is a known issue with JAVA and users of Windows 7 or Vista. I'm running Win7. Be
warned if you buy this game and are running one of those two systems.. This is an awesome game, srsly. I love it. Amazing
graphics, so many things happening at the same time at screen, 10\/10. This game is quintessential to any Twin Stick Shooter
collection and like most Twin Stick games its simplistic arcade action is easy to pick up and play, which is also exhibited also in
its predecessor game Bullet Candy. Though Scoregasm conveys a more deviously imaginative designed game, it\u2019s anti-
complexity proves that a good game doesn\u2019t need complex gameplay, or deeply driven in story, or DX11 graphics with
realistic hair to be fun, as this was how \u201carcade\u201d games were always meant to be enjoyed. Just 2 sticks and a hail of
bullets! I think I just had a Scoregasm!
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